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Abstract—This paper is about environment perception for nav-
igation system in outdoor applications. Unlike other approaches
that try to detect an obstacle of binary state, we consider here
a Digital Elevation Map (DEM). This map has to be built in
regards to the guidance system’s needs. These needs depend
on the vehicle capabilities, its dynamics constraints, its speed
etc... Starting with the navigation system’s needs, our goal is
to estimate a precise and dense DEM. Our approach is based
on a SLAM algorithm combining a one map rangefinder and a
camera. Thus we can estimate both the displacement between two
laser scan and have a good density of the reconstructed DEM. The
approach has been validated both using simulated realistic data
and in real conditions with our robot in outdoor environement.
The estimation of the DEM has been done successfully in real-
time (approx. 40ms per loop).
I. INTRODUCTION
The design and the conception of mobile robots in highly
unstructured outdoor environments as agricultural applications
is still an open issue. Many teams in the world are working
on this subject addressing different research domains. [9]
introduces the difficulties encountered when autonomy is given
to a vehicle which has to move in real contexts. Lots of
scientific problems have to be considered in this huge subject
as perception of the environment [4], control in difficult
situation like sliding terrain [3] with stability constraints [2],
obstacle avoidance [10]... All these subjects are essential and
have to be considered in an elegant manner in order to be
efficient and reliable. Since 2004, our team decided to address
these problems from a new point of view. Since the beginning
of the robotic domain, the most part of the research teams
have considered the robotic problems from the sensors point
of view. For instance, usually when we want to localise a
robot, we use a sensor like a GPS (global localization) or a
camera (local localization) and a fusion is achieved. Then,
powerful algorithms need to be developed to extract features
and the result is the input of the control algorithm in order to
automatically drive vehicles.
In our case, we consider the autonomy of the robot and we
try to model what is useful for this autonomy. For automatic
guidance it means that we should try to extract data in order
to optimize a criterion that takes into account the required
precision, the needed integrity, safety ... For instance, in our
work on the SLAG concept (Simultaneous Localization And
Guidance), we show that the perception system can stop to
work if the guidance conditions are fulfilled [19]. The main
idea in this concept is to call a resource (sensor or algorithm)
when it is necessary evaluating the ratio between gain and cost
of each resource. If all the needs of the robot are fulfilled, no
resource are called. This concept has been use for the first time
in [18] to automatically guide a vehicle (see figure 1) and no
”obstacle notion” was considered [6], the automatic adaptation
to different context and the reliability of the demonstration
were particularly appreciated.
In our current works we want to apply this concept to insure
the physical integrity of the robot. More precisely the goal
to reach is to ensure the vehicule has the capability to cross
the ground in front it, in a given corridor. Il this application,
the system requires the ground geometry in a dynamic zone
(depending on its speed, and the wished navigation corridor).
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the Digital Elevation
Map (DEM) in real-time with a good accuracy. In the proposed
approach this area is obtained using both a camera and a laser
scanner coupled in a SLAM process. The guidance system
will therefore searches for the most optimal path in regards to
the criteria of stability and speed.
Obtaining a DEM is fairly easy if we use dense data sensors
(such as a Velodyne, for example). If we use more con-
ventional sensors (such as camera and classical rangefinders)
obtaining the DEM is much more difficult.
Using a single camera, although, seems attractive in terms of
implementation and cost issues. Nevertheless major problem
occur: density of the DEM, stability problems, drift and scale
ratio in usual SLAM technics.
To stabilize the solutions, the approach suggested here
combines two sensors: a camera and a lidar in a single SLAM
process. To reach this goal, the wished analysis area is back-
projected in the image frame with a flat-ground assumption.
The region of interest obtained is divided into a large number
of points (usually a few hundreds). The one map laser scanner
provides a dense set of 3D points in front of the vehicle (at
approximately a 5m distance). These points are tracked in the
image in a SLAM process in order to obtain iteratively a dense
DEM. Depending on the needs of the the guidance system,
points can be added and tracked between each laser scan to
fill the lack of data.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we present classical
approaches in section II. In section III, our approach is
presented and the main parts of the system is exposed. We
will show the obtained results with our approach in section
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Fig. 1. The vehicle AROCO
IV. Finally, conclusions and future works will be addressed in
section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Obstacle detection
Usually, obstacles detection is based on detecting and clas-
sifying them with binary state: safe, unsafe. In [14], authors
describe how to segment stereo pictures and decide what is an
obstacle and what is not. This segmentation does not rely on
the vehicle’s dynamical constraints and so may be unusable
depending on vehicle state (a small stone may not be an
obstacle at low speed, but can be at high speed). The same
comments can be done for [15] where authors interpret pic-
tures from monocular camera to find obstacles after a learning
process. All those methods rely on data interpretation and/or
2D 1/2 representation to perceive potential obstacle. On the
other hand, for the vehicle safety and if we consider optimal
path generation, a 3D representation of the environment is
more suitable for the navigation system. Therefore, a DEM
is considered to be able to find best path according to both
dynamics and integrity constraints of the vehicle.
B. Digital Elevation Map
In order to obtain the optimal path, we need a 3 dimension-
nal representation of the environment to satisfy the guidance
system. It is also important to know the uncertainty on this
3D representation to choose the safest path. For example, the
guidance system could make a mistake if it is detecting a
flat ground with a big uncertaincy that can affect the physical
integrity of the vehicle. The localization of the mobile robot
on this map must also be considered for the control system
and to chose an optimal path. In this paper, we will consider
the world as static. Therefor, moving object are not considered
here.
C. Vision-only Digital Elevation Map
Many researchers work on the DEM estimation problem
using stereo-vision, optical flow, etc (for example see [1]).
In outdoor conditions, dense stereo approaches are not well
suited because of the baseline required to obtaine good re-
sults. Optical flow approaches are rather restricted to obstacle
movements rather than ground reconstruction.
Fig. 2. Unobservability of the rangefinders
Nowadays a popular method is the Simultaneous Localiza-
tion And Mapping approach (SLAM) which consists in finding
the pose of the vehicle and building a map in the same process
[11, 7, 5]. If we consider vision-only SLAM, the main problem
is that visual features used for the process are usually extracted
from remarkable points (Harris points [8] or SIFT [12]).
Therefore the elevation map could have a lack of information
big enough to make the guidance system fail between these
remarkable points. In fact it is really necessary to control the
amount of data to perceive from the environment in order to
fulfill the needs of the guidance system. On the other side, the
control system must adapt itself if our perception system can’t
provide enough accurate data (due to a lack of computation
time or insufficient sensor accuracy).
A solution coming up is to use stereo pair camera to
build the elevation map in the SLAM process. The problem
remains that the accuracy of far points is dependant of the
stereo baseline. The accuracy is also influenced by the good
calibration of the cameras.
D. Lidar-only Digital Elevation Map
Besides the high cost 3D laser scanner solutions a few works
use one map scanners. Indeed, having only one scan does not
give the whole map in front of the robot. Nevertheless, it is
still possible to build a DEM using a one map rangefinder.
For example, consider the vehicle is equiped with a Lidar
inclined to look at the ground. We make the assumption
that this mobile robot is perfectly localised (Position and
Orientation). Consequently we are able to build the DEM
as long as the vehicle moves. Obviously, the granularity of
the reconstruction depends on the vehicle speed. The space
between two acquisitions can be modulated if we control the
speed. But the faster we move, the more accurate map we
need. The consequence is that if we want to go fast, we cannot
because we have a large unobserved space between two rays
proportional to the vehicle speed (fig. 2).
E. Our approach
In conclusion, using a rangefinder alone is not sufficient
(even a 3D rangefinder) because the quantity of information
is not sufficient and not controllable. But a camera can
provide high density data on demand. On the other hand,
a rangefinders is usually used on mobile robot for safety
(detecting pedestrians for example). This paper proposes a
method to combine the accurate data from the rangefinder with
the dense and controllable data from a camera in a SLAM
process.
Fig. 3. Camera and rangefinder sensors fusion
III. VISION-LIDAR FUSION
A. Introduction
In this section, we present our method to efficiently build a
DEM flexible enough to fit the guidance needs. An Extended
Kalman Filter will be used. Our method consists in combining
the 3D data provided by the lidar to the corresponding points
in the image in a SLAM process. We propose to observe
the rangefinder points in the camera in order to have both
an accurate estimation of the 3D environment (for the DEM)
and an observation of this environment in the camera (for the
localization). The camera informations are used to extend our
world perception thanks to the high density of information it
gives. Figure 3 shows the system.
Here the difficulties are due to the projection of the 3D
points on the camera being non-remarkable since we wish the
guidance to control the data density and not the environment.
The technics used in the state of the art to track points
in pictures flow are not usable here because authors try
to matches points extracted from the environment as being
remarkable points. Therfore, we have developed algorithms
able to track common points in picture giving a patch and a
region of tracking. Usually the points we track come from
a laser scan: their 3D position is therefore known with a
low uncertainty (assuming calibration stage has been done
previoulsy between camera and laser scanner, see III-E). Since
most of the points come from a laser scan, the SLAM stability
is very high and it is possible to reconstruct points out of the
laser scan to fill the DEM in wished positions.
Notice we only use a subset of the points given by the laser
scanner (usually 30). We will see later that all the scanner
points will be used to compose the dense MAP (see section
III-F).
B. Problem formulation
First, the state vector of our system is composed of 6
parameters of the vehicle pose X v = (X ,Y,Z,α,β ,γ)T plus
3 parameters per points of our local map X p = (xp,yp,zp)T ,
p ∈ [1,n] which give the state vector (1).
X = (XTv ,X
T
1 , · · · ,X
T
n )
T = (X ,Y,Z,α,β ,γ ,x1,y1,z1, . . . ,xn,yn,zn)T
(1)
n represents the number of points necessary to fullfil the
guidance system’s needs depending on its dynamical con-
straints (speed, vehicle caracteristic ...). The calculated points
are initialized into the focus area provided by the application.
The 3D points initilization will be done as follow:
• m < n points will be initialized with the informations
coming from the Lidar. We can found the 3D coordinates
of the rangefinder’s 2D points in the camera’s frame
using the transition matrix PL−C. Determination of the
PL−C matrix will be done in section III-E. This matrix
is used to transfer the points from the lidar frame to
the camera frame. The uncertainty associated is given by
the rangefinders manufacturer (a few centimeters). Those
points will be refered as lidar points.
• l = n−m points will be initialized in the world frame
to fill the focus area of the guidance system. Their
initialization will be made assuming they are on the
ground and with a certain uncertainty (typically 0.5m).
Those points will be refered as camera points.
Thanks to the rangefinder, the initial state of the EKF is very
close to the real state and its covariance is low for lidar points.
These conditions will guaranty a good convegence of the filter.
The EKF needs to have access to the equation of the state
evolution and the state observation. In our case, the observation
is given by the projection of the state points in the camera’s
frame (u,v). To update the state vector we also need the
jacobian matrix of those equations.
These equations and their respective jacobian matrices are
given in [13]. The next step will be to update the state vector
X for each time t.
C. Global method v.s Point to Point method
Our objective is to estimate the whole state vector X for
each time t. We assume we are able to track nt ≤ n points X i
of the state vector in the next image using a patch (recorded
in the previous image or when we added this point in the
state vector) in a small traking area (deduced, as usual, from
the covariance of the vehicle state estimation). This gives us
observation sets (ui,vi)T with (i ∈ [1,nt ]) to feed the SLAM
process.
However the EKF can be processed in two different ways:
(1) we can feed the filter with all the data we got in the current
image and (2) we can provide only one observation at a time
and repeat the process for all the data.
The first method (described in Algorithm 1 and referenced
as GM) have some drawbacks. In this case, the size of the
tracking region is constant and used for every points. That
means that we cannot focus our attention taking account
succesfull matches and the signal noise ratio won’t be optimal.
Thus the probability for a false positive match is increased. We
also have to deal with the inversion of a 2nt×2nt matrix where
nt is the number of points from the state vector sucessfully
matched. This inversion is very time consuming.
On the other hand algorithm (2) is described in Algorithm 2
and refered as PTPM. In thois case, we see that the size of the
tracking region is given by the current observation covariance.
The first point wil make the process converge and the area of
interest for the nexts points will be drastically reduced in size.
Thus, we have a size of tracking region which is focused after
Algorithm 1 SLAM global method: GM
1: Prediction of the state evolution.
2: Compute the observation jacobian.
3: Compute the observation covariance.
4: Tracking of state points observed in the image flow.
5: Compute the observation jacobian in regards to the points
succesfully tracked.
6: Update the EKF with the innovation.
Algorithm 2 SLAM Point to Point method: PTPM
1: Prediction of the state evolution.
Require: nt = Number of tracked points
2: for i = 1 to nt do
3: Compute the observation jacobian.
4: Compute the observation covariance.
5: Track the point in the image flow.
6: Update the EKF with the innovation.
7: end for
each iteration of the EKF (but we have nt iterations for a
given image). The benefit are both in computation time and
rejection of false positive matchings. Furthermore, unlike the
first method we only have to compute nt 2× 2 matrices (the
computational times are approximately divided by nt).
Those two methods are currently implanted on our software
architecture. This paper will also compare results for the two
methods.
D. Unsynchronized data
We have now all the equations to implement the EKF for
our Vision-Rangefinder system.
However we also need to fill our state vector with data’s
from the rangefinder. For this, we have to project data from the
rangefinder frame in the camera frame and acquire patches on
the image where the laser impact occures (to be observed sev-
eral times). The problem is that the data from the rangefinder
are not synchronized with the camera’s pictures (see fig.2)
Thanks to the previous work in our lab.[17] we can recover
an optimal state vector at the desired date. In this case we use
a spline interpolation of the 6 parameters of the localization to
retrieve the camera position and orientation at the rangefinder
date.
Once the position of this camera is found, the transition
matrix P(C[L−date]−C[C−date]) has to be computed. This matrix
projects points of camera frame at rangefinder’s date to the
nearest (in acquisition time) valid camera frame. A valid
camera frame is a frame where a picture has been acquired.
The equation to project rangefinder points XL to a valid
camera frame Xc is given by eq.(2).
X c = P(C[L−date]−C[C−date]) PL−C XL (2)
At this moment, the points can be added to the state vector
with an initial covariance. Finaly we have described how to
add points in the state vector. Together with the EKF equations
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Fig. 4. Interpolating the Rangefinder position and orientation in the ’nearest’
camera frame.
Fig. 5. The pattern used to calibrate the camera-rangefinder system
and the main algorithm to be processed we now have all
informations and steps to perform our SLAM process.
E. Calibration of a Camera-Rangefinder set
In section III we saw that a transition matrix is needed
in order to use the rangefinder points in the camera. This
transition matrix is simply a 4× 4 matrix composed of 3
rotations and 3 translations. We have used software already
developped in our laboratory. The principle is described in
[16] even if we envizage to use more recent methods (such
as [20]) in near future. To achieve the extrinsic calibration we
use an orthogonal pattern (Figure 5).
The vehicle moves forward to the pattern and a dataset
composed of camera picture and rangefinder scan is acquired.
The camera dataset is used to compute the position and
orientation of the camera in the pattern mark (PP−C). Then
the rangefinder dataset and the vehicle trajectory are used
to compute the position and orientation of the pattern in
the rangefinders frame (PL−P). The calibration matrix is then
simply deduced using eq. (3).
PL−C = PL−P PP−C (3)
F. Dense Digital Elevation Map
The presented SLAM is able to compute a large list of 3D
points in real-time (about 150). But this is usually insufficent
for the guidance process which needs a map of about one
thousand points to evolve at a raisonnable speed (2 m/s). Thus
Fig. 6. Internal view of the experimentation. Our vehicle AROCO in a real
outdoor environment. On the left : the camera picture with projected state
points. On the right : the DEM.
we have to gather a more dense DEM. This task is easily
obtained thanks to the rangefinder. Even if all the rangefinders
points have not been used in the SLAM process, they can
be used to fill the DEM because of their good accuracy.
To do this, we simply have to put the rangefinder slices in
the estimated position frame thanks to equation 4. Then, we
have to use all our 3D points (from rangefinders and from
SLAM) to fill the DEM in accordance to the guidance process
needs (density, observation range and length). For points in
the DEM not been observed by the rangefinder, we still have
enough computation time to include regular camera points in
the SLAM process and estimate them.
XDEM = P(C[L−date]) PL−C XL (4)
Therefore the DEM can be estimated in a local frame at the
date wanted by the guidance process. In the following section
we will present the results obtained with our approach.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the DEM estimation
based on our camera and rangefinder fusion. The comparison
will be made between the two algorythms presented in this
paper (GM and PTPM, see section III-C). First, in order to
quantify the reconstruction errors, we will use a simulator we
have developped. Notice we have made two movies1 showing
(1) the real-time behaviour of our method (algorithm PTPM)
implemented in real-time on our robot (see figure 1 and
figure 6) and (2) the behaviour using our simulator (real-time
implementation) where a similar vehicle evolves in a simulated
environment. The vehicle is equiped with a pinhole camera
(resolution of 800x600) and a rangefinder inclined to look at
the ground (impact at about 3 meters on flat ground). The
frequency of our camera is set to 25 Hz and the frequency
of the rangefinder is set to 12.5 Hz. Our vehicle is moving at
about 1.5 m/s. The simulated vehicle is equipped with the
same sensors as the real one. We drove the vehicle (both
in simulation and real case) manually and, in the simulated
case, the reconstructed DEM is compared to the ground truth
provided by the simulator.
1http://www.lasmea.univ-bpclermont.fr/
ftp/pub/chapuis/ICARCV2010
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A. DEM estimation
In this case, we compare the reconstructed points coming
from the state vector to the ground truth given by the simulator
that provides an elevation grid of the environment in front of
the vehicle (5x5 meters large). After each iteration, point’s
height of the state vector are compared with the elevation
grid. We have acquired a data set which will be used for both
algorithms.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison procedure whereas fig. 8
reports the reconstruction error in height of the state points
for the whole experimentation (100m long: see movie1). Fig.
9 shows the global world map reconstructed at the end.
The difference with the real simulated world comes from
the drift of localization (the world in our simulator is very flat
but SLAM is very sensitive to this: a much more complicated
world would give better drift).
Concerning the real exprimentation (see movie), the cali-
bration matrix PL−C from the rangefinder to the camera frame
has been extracted as mentionned in this paper. The experi-
mentation shows the vehicle moving on an environment over a
Fig. 9. The world built by our system.
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Fig. 10. Trajectory reconstruction between slam estimation and the ground
truth (Top view).
100 meters long trajectory (Fig. 10). The DEM reconstruction
is shown in the Digital Elevation Map window in the video.
This window represents a top view of the 3D points in the
local frame. Points shown in green levels are points near the
ground (ie. ±10cm). Points in red or blue levels are points
respectively higher and lower than the ground.
B. SLAM localization evaluation
Fig. 10 represents a top-view of the followed trajectory with
all trajectories computed by our methods (in the simulation
case). The error of localization is reported in fig. 11. Similar
results are obtained in real situation (see [13]).
We can see that we are able to follow that kind of trajectory
with our camera and rangefinder fusion with a very small drift.
All those results in this paper have been processed in real-
time with a C++ software [17]. The computation time in
regards to the number of points is represented in Fig. 12.
As expected, the PTPM method is performed faster than the
GM method. For exemple, computation time for the whole
EKF process includind tracking is tipicaly 40ms for 130
points with the PTPM method (State vector of size 396). This
software is independant of the data used (simulation or real
experimentation).
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented an efficient method to recover a dense
elevation map whose density could be easily controllable. Our
system can satisfy the guidance process goal by controlling
the amount of data reconstructed. This need must be taken in
account if we want to achieve the automatic guidance whatever
the evolution speed is. In this paper, we proposed a SLAM
based system combining a laser scanner and a camera. The
obtained system is able to provide a DEM of hundreds points
to fill the guidance needs with good stability. Two methods
have been presented, the PTPM method showed slightly better
results than GM method with a smaller computation time.
The dense Digital Elevation Map is recovered thanks to the
rangefinder and the 6 parameter localization provided by our
system.
Those solutions has been implanted in real time on a
common laptop configuration and has been demonstrated on
both realistic simulated configuration and on our real robot
at approximatively 2m/s speed. Depending on the application
needs, it would be straighforward to work at high speeds (5 to
10 m/s). A future step will be to check unobserved space of the
map and to fill them with camera’s point estimated with our
SLAM (since we still have enough computation time). Finally,
our next step will be to combine this intelligent environment
perception with an attentional control system. This will allow
the vehicle to move at an optimal speed taking into account
both its dynamic and its perceptive capabilities.
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